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touch!”
The Soil Elevator Viko is the latest sleeving machine in the Visser range.
A new innovative technology creates unprecedented reliability.
The sleeving machine is suitable for sleeving and putting the
sleeved pots into trays. The machine is equipped with 1 sleeving
head and therefore very flexible with all kinds of shipping trays.
It can fill up any configuration of tray.
Visser designed a special sleeve, which enables the sleever
to use physics that will smooth the process. The sleeve has a
specially designed hole, on which the sleeve is hanging on a
pin. The vacuum head approaches the bundle of sleeves and
takes the front of the sleeve from the pin first. The head pulls

the sleeve around the opening mechanism of the sleever. The
backside of the sleeve will remain on the pin and therefore the
opening of the sleeve goes easily.

Why choose the Soil Elevator
Viko?

“

a Reliable
a Flexible
a Innovative

Very flexible with all kinds of shipping
trays.

”

Drumseeder
Soil ElevatorXL
Viko

“Seeding
“The smooth
in one
sleever”
touch!”

Features
■■ User friendly key pad control and colour screen display
■■ Simple programming features enable the operator to input all
■■ settings and program new shipping trays
■■ Suitable for potsizes from 9 –14 cm
■■ Pin with bundle of sleeves up to 300 - 400 sleeves
■■ Capacity up to 1,200 pots/hour*
■■ Equipped with a PTD tray destacker for vacuum formed trays
■■ Servo controlled gripper movements
■■ Any shipping tray suitable
■■ Possibility to connect to a Danish trolley loader
* depending on pot size, plant size and sleeving length

Technical specifications
Dimensions L x W x H

3,400 x 1,450 x 2,400 mm

Total KVA

2,5 kVA

Total air consumption

250 ltr/min

Weight

750 kg

Number of different shipping trays in program

Up to 100 shipping trays

Pot size

Suitable for pot sizes 9 - 14 cm

Sleeve length

From 30 up to 60 cm

Capacity guideline

1,000 – 1,200 plants/hour (depending on pot size, sleeve
length, weight, kind of shipping tray)
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